	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Soybeans and World Huger
Infographic Rubric
Peer Editor: Using a pencil, place a check in the category that best fits the infographic for each topic listed in this
rubric.
Excellent Quality Product Good Quality
Developing Product
Unsatisfactory Product
Product
Accuracy of
Content

Information is extremely
detailed and completely
accurate

Information is
detailed and
accurate, no factual
mistakes

Information is mostly Information is
accurate, but lacks
inaccurate, containing
some detail or contains several factual errors
minor errors

Scope of Content Almost all content
available in class was
included in the
infographic, and possibly
additional information
from other sources

Much of the content
available in class
was incorperated
into the infographic

Some of the
information available
was included in the
infographic

Flow of
Infographic
(Sections in
logical order)

Flow is very logical,
making it extremely easy
to read. Flow is both
creative and orderly.

Flow is logical, with Flow is mostly logical,
no uneeded, unclear but appears as though
or missing sections it is missing some part
or that sections are
slightly out of order

There are no defined
sections or they appear
random, making the
infographic difficult to
comprehend

Graphics and
Data

Graphics and data are
exceptionally creative,
attractive and clearly
convey the meaning and
message of this
infographic

Graphics and data
are visually
attractive and
contain no errors,
and help the reader
to understand the
message of the
infographic

Some graphics or data
are confusing, not
specific enough, or do
not help the reader
understand the
infographic's message
better

Graphics and data
appear unrelated to the
topic (random) making
it very difficult to make
meaning from the
infographic

Mechanics

No grammar or spelling
errors

Minor spelling or
grammar errors,
very infrequent,
errors do not make
the infographic
harder to understand

Significant spelling or
grammar mistakes,
they do affect the
readability of the
infographic

Several spelling and
grammar mistakes,
infographic appears
unedited and hard to
understand due to these
errors

Sources

All sources cited
accurately, and extra
sources included beyond
“Required Resources”

Sources cited
accurately

1 sources not cited, or
cited inaccurately

2 or more sources
uncited or cited
inaccurately.

Very little information
was included in the
infographic, seemed
“too simple”, lacking in
content

One strength of the infographic:___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
One suggestion for improvement:_________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Teacher Grade
Excellent Quality Product Good Quality
Product

Developing Product

Information is extremely
detailed and completely
accurate

Information is
detailed and
accurate, no factual
mistakes

Information is mostly Information is
accurate, but lacks
inaccurate, containing
some detail or contains several factual errors
minor errors

Scope of Content Almost all content
available in class was
included in the
infographic, and possibly
additional information
from other sources

Much of the content
available in class
was incorperated
into the infographic

Some of the
information available
was included in the
infographic

Flow of
Infographic
(Sections in
logical order)

Flow is very logical,
making it extremely easy
to read. Flow is both
creative and orderly.

Flow is logical, with Flow is mostly logical,
no uneeded, unclear but appears as though
or missing sections it is missing some part
or that sections are
slightly out of order

There are no defined
sections or they appear
random, making the
infographic difficult to
comprehend

Graphics and
Data

Graphics and data are
exceptionally creative,
attractive and clearly
convey the meaning and
message of this
infographic

Graphics and data
are visually
attractive and
contain no errors,
and help the reader
to understand the
message of the
infographic

Some graphics or data
are confusing, not
specific enough, or do
not help the reader
understand the
infographic's message
better

Graphics and data
appear unrelated to the
topic (random) making
it very difficult to make
meaning from the
infographic

Mechanics

No grammar or spelling
errors

Minor spelling or
grammar errors,
very infrequent,
errors do not make
the infographic
harder to understand

Significant spelling or
grammar mistakes,
they do affect the
readability of the
infographic

Several spelling and
grammar mistakes,
infographic appears
unedited and hard to
understand due to these
errors

Sources

All sources cited
accurately, and extra
sources included beyond
“Required Resources”

Sources cited
accurately

1 sources not cited, or
cited inaccurately

2 or more sources
uncited or cited
inaccurately.

Accuracy of
Content

Final Grade: ______________
Comments:
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Unsatisfactory Product

Very little information
was included in the
infographic, seemed
“too simple”, lacking in
content

